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1-GENERAL AND PHYSICAL
t. The equilibrium of the system 
aluminium sulphate-sulphuric acid-
water at 25°C. Ai.(SO,),•1fiH,0, Al. 
(SO,},•16II:0. 'I. ktonda. .T. C.'brut. Sac. 
Japnu, 58, fi8t-684 ((937)•-In the cyuil. 
of the above system at zj C there exists :11: 
(~a)a•t8H_O solid phase in the range of 
sulphuric acid from zero to 7.z;%. Another 
solid phase with AL(SO.,),•tfiH:O exists in the 
range between 7.St and a8.t3y°• Author. 
z. Studies of hydrosulphite. VII. 
Reduction of bisulphite solution by 
sodium amalgam. F. Ishikau•a nd Y. 
~Yatanabe. Roll. Irvt. Yhya Clam. Rczearch, 
I6, 797 (t937)~ The best yield (ca.8gq) 
pf Na%5.0. was obtained by reducing a pro-
perly diluted solo. of sodium hisulphite by 
sodium amalgam in a very diluted carte. 
\Yhen a mncul, solo. of NaHSOa was used, a
great quantity u( A.•t.S,O, produced crystallised 
out with Na_SOa from the solo., the solid 
plmse' having an approximate mmpn. of 
Na_S.O.-F3•jNa.SO~txH:O. Autlwrs. 
3. Some investigations on the photo-
chemical methods for the measurement 
of ultraviolet radiation. T. Imai. Il°kt[-
els[a Igk. 7.., 52, 9j:-q66 ((937)•-•Among the 
various photochem. ethods for the measure-
ment of ultma•iolet radiation, the oxalic acid 
method (Anderson R Robinson) mxI the am-
monium molyhdate method (Hanzuva) were 
examri. The principal results of these xpts. 
are as follows. t. The decompn. n( oxalic 
acid is almost proportional tothe amt. of the 
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CHEMISTRY 
e Ixxmnes slower with prolonged ex-
'I'Ftis may be due to the fact that the 
on index of mdiation in the oxalic 
 dou not change throughout the 
while in the ammonium molytxiate 
s decreased gradually with exposure. 
a most. exposed area the reaction 
a large quantity of ctrl n. is greater, hot 
on value of uuit volume in a large 
of solo. is smaller lx:causc of the 
on index. In the oxalic acid metho<7 
of the equiv. value hx unit volume 
(her is almost cons(., while in the 
m molylxiate method it approaches 
rolonged exposure. 3. The reaction 
ced slightly by the reflection factor 
(stance under the solo, In the oxalic 
ho[I the influence is almost most., 
the ammonium molyhdate method it 
[I with the process of reaction. 4. 
as a slight influence on the reaction 
t the stme extent in both methods. 
le rays somewl><1t influence the reac-
ath methals to a grrnter extent iu 
c acid method. Author. 
paramagnetic isomerisation of 
acid into fitmaric acid in aque-
lution. B. "1'amamushi and H. 
  R•ell. Chem. Sz..Tapan, L. 38x-
7).-The authors attempte[1 to an-
te possible catalytic influence of some 
retie substances.-such as molecular 
PI black and Yd black-aiul of some 
retie ions--such ns 1SGr"*, Fe=+ ~s+ 
'+. Nd'+ and L'r'+-on the isomeri-
    eic acid int umaric acid in
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aqueous soLr. The exptl. results demonstrate 
that the isomerisation is more or less accele-
rated by die above catalysts, the isomerisation 
being probably eNectetl by the non-homogene-
ous magnetic field of the catalysts in the 
collision. "]'his is largely similar to the case 
avherc the paraortho-hydrogen m eersan in 
solo. mold be accelerated b}• the presence 
of paramagnetic molecules and ions. "Phe 
isomedsalion f malefic acid into fumaric acid 
in aqumus olo. x•as kinetically studied' both 
in the presence of paramagne$c O_ and in 
the presence of diamagnetic N_, and tbe energy 
of the activation of the reaction w•as rdcd. 
with the results: Ink=G-7j-(t;boo/RT) for 
O„ Ink=y.q6-(rj8ao/R'I) for N„ .where k
is measured in sec The lower energy of 
activation i  the rr..rction with O, may account 
for its caatlylic effect. Authors. 
j. On the deduction of the second law 
of thermodynamics. T. Yamaoka. Pror,. 
Phya, ~l/hlh. Soc. .Ta}rnn, III, 19, za6-zay 
(tg39).-Sincu CamthLndory had clarified the 
relation I>ehveen the phys. meaning of fibs 
second law and its mathematirnl represcnhttion 
and afterwards 'I'. }?hrenfest-Afanasjewa had 
anal}•s^d theaxiomatic structure of the prin-
ciple, Planck refomre<I CarathC•odory's deduc-
tion of the second law in such a way as to 
conform directly to the phys. facts which 
underlay the fundamental postulate. Now, 
from the phys. point of view, it seems desir-
able that [he fundamental postulate should 
rose itself on the experience of the simplest 
content, and the a•ay of the dedoMion of the 
second law' should t>e such that the axiomatic 
slruclurc mold be easily seen. In this short 
note au attempt has been made on this direc-
tion. Firstly, the starting postulate is "It is 
impossible to make a process completely 
reveroible, in which heat is generated by Gic-
lion ". In this Planck's expression the one 
sided relation between the hvo forms of energy-
mechnnical work and beat is compactly 
contained. Secondly, the thmrem on the 
inlegmbilily of the Pfnlfian form is not used. 
In this way, the relation dQ=31dS is derived. 
The proof holds for the general systems, Author.
Ceaenrl ,ind Phi n~nl Chznnilry 68 
G.. Spectroaeopic~ studies on the reac-
tion-flame. L Reaction-flame 'of 
acetylene and halogens. H. 'I'ontinaga 
and. G. Okamoto. 73vll. Chem. Sx. Jepnn, 
12, 4ot-Mt-S (tg37).-By means of analysis of 
spectrogramme of stable Name 6nm acrlylene 
and chlorine (bromine), a new type of chain-
reaction was intr«lucerl. 
   II. Reaction-flame of mercury 
and halogens. ibid., aoa-ao8 (r937)~ 
From a spectroscopic stud}' of the Name 
formed by the reaction of mttcurp vapour 
and chlorine (bromine), the real existence of
activa[ai cblorne or bromine molecule in the 
flame was ascertained. Authors. 
7. Studies on solubilities. IV. Sol-
vency of mixed solvents I. S, Miyake 
and Y. Fukami. Tecle. Repfa. h'ynabu boy. 
Uraiv., 12, zzz-zzj (t937)•-S0lubilities of 
salicylic acid in some mixed solceuts obtained 
from pure benzene and a very stnnll yuantity 
of heavy water were studied at zj°C and 
compared witL those values obttined with 
ordinary water. Solubility eyuilibria were 
obtained, ia•idrout preheating (a), with preheat-
ing {b). The results are as follows 
           [I]
Heavy water 
 (weight q) 
0 
     o.or t 
    aot3
     o.oz9 
    o.o6z 
     o.to8 
    surd. 
more than surd. 
   Mater
 (weight Y°) 
 
     o.oz 7 
    0.039
     o.oa6 
more than surd.
    Solubility 
  (a) (h) 
  o.7j o.yj 
  0.76 0.77 
  Q79 0.79 
  a8t o.8r 
  0.83 0.83 
  0,88 0.88 
  aqz o:9z 
   t.or t.ot 
[II] 
   Solubility 
  (a) (Ir) 
  o•7i o•75 
  0.85 _. 
  o.8y -
  o.9z -
   t.or r,or 
           Authors.
,
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8c Studies of hydrosulphite. VI. 
Reduction by zinc amalgam of solo-
tions of sodium bisulphate. H. Ha_~isawa. 
Bull: brat. Phye. Chem. Researde, 16, yqt-
797 ([q3y).-Solos. of NaHSO, in various 
mncns, were reduced by zinc amalgam at[o°C 
under the action of one atmospheric carbon 
dioxide. The reaction 4Nai-ISO,tZn(Hg)= 
Na.S,O,}%nSO,tNa.SO,tzll.O proceeded 
mmplelely, but the succeeding reaction Na_ 
SOat ZnSOa } z H eCOa tLn (IIg)= Na,S.Q t 
z7.nCO,tzH.O proceeded unsatisfactorily. 
This may perhaps be due to the great cronrn. 
of Na,S.O. produrnl by the first reaction. 
The mmpn. of the solid separated during the 
reduction may be represented by 3%nCO,%n-
SOazNa,SAs. 'the difficulty in the second 
reaction was greatly reduced by increasing 
the press. of CO, to ten a4n. and shaking 
the solo. and the amalgam vigorously. Thus 
the yield in the second reaction could be 
increased to about 7o9b• Author.
q. Studies of glass electrode and its. 
applications. I. It. Alantyama nd H. 
Hagisatva. &rdl. Lrat. 1'hya. Chem. Heaeareh, 
16, 737-748 (t937)•-Several glass electrodes of 
liaber's type were prepd. and their asymmetric 
potentials were measured bymeets of vacuum 
tube-potentiometer system designed by one of 
the presentautlwra. 'I'heresult~wassatisfactory, 
the asymmetric potential having been found to 
he about o.j mv. The titmlion of HaSO, in 
the presence of K\inQ, Ii.CyO;, RCIOa, 
KBrO„ IitOa, CuSO, resp. and also thetitm-
tionsof HNO., H_CyO;, 41.50, were earriwi 
out with saitsfactorv results. Autlwrs.
to Studies of hydrosulphite. V. Re-
duction by zinc amalgam of sodium 
sulphite and zinc sulphite under the 
action of carbon dioxide. T. Alurooka 
and ll. I-Iagisawa. Bull, brat. Phya. Clrern. 
Beaenre/r, 16, 783-790 (t937)•-Aqueous solos. 
of sodium sulphite and zinc sulphite could be 
reduced by zinc amalgam under the action of 
one atmospheric carbon dioxide, the reactions 
being represented hq the following equations:
   z ~`t-~,S0,t3I-1,CO, }Ln(I-Ig)=Na,SO.r. 
       -~-zNaHCO,t/.nCO, } z H:U. 
    z'/.n SOa t z H _COa t 7.n (Hg)=''/.nS.Oa 
          } zLnCO,} z H.O.
In each case the amts. of Na:S.O. and 'Lt[S,O, 
produced were detd. Owing w the small 
solubility '/_nSO, was more difficult [o be 
reduced than Na:SO„ but reduction mold rte 
greatly increased by the use of sntd. solos. 
(widt solid salt) of ZnSO.z.jF-i_O in NaSO, 
solos. of various morns. The reaction may 
lre represented by the equation • Na.SO,} 
ZnSO,+z H_CO,+Zn(E Ig)= Na_SO.+zLnCOa 
tzH,O. Authors. 
[t. On the dissociation equilibrium of 
chromium nitridee. K. Sano. .1. Cheua. 
Soc. Jopon, 58, 98[-984 ([937).-The dissocn. 
press. of chromium nitrides was measurcvl by 
the scariest method and the following relations 
were obtained. (Cr.N=zCr} r/xN,_) log Pr, 
_-q,i58.;[t t8 .to3i. (zCrN=Cr.N+         I 
-iz ,oyr.z5 t/zN
,) log Pv,= '-t to.Gj;(,, prom                       '1' 
these results, some tha'modynamical v lues 
were cnlcd. as follows: (zCrtt/zN,=Cr_NJ 
dF.°~a=-t7,z6z cal, dII.,,=-zo,Coz cal. 
(Crt r/z N,=CrN) dF~=-t9,j4j cal. dI-less 
=-z4,zg8 cal. Aut}wr. 
tz. The free energies of solution of 
zine chloride and halides of cadmium. 
F. Islrikawa nd 1'. 1'akai. Brrll. brat. P/<ya. 
Chdtt. I{eaearcli, 16, uj6-[ztit ([937)•-The 
diderential nd intcgml free encry~es of solo. 
and the differential free energy of dilution for 
the above-mentioned salts veers obtained by 
measuring the electromotive force of reversible 
cells and the vapour press. of aqueous ohts. 
of these salts. Authors.
t3. A study of symmetrical diethyl 
sulphite. F.Ishikax•aandC.'I'anobe. BuLI, 
hut. Phya. Cheer. Reaeareli, 16, t3t8-tgzz 
(rg37).-The vapour pressures of OS(OC,IIa), 
have been measured over the temp. range 
from o°C to [ j8°C by the stntical method 
using glass pring manometer av a zero instru-
ment. The result may be represented by the 
following equation
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No. ° ~-Gnrrm! acrd Yfvrrm! C/renrirlry B5
     Iogiol'i.a= -zz~3.9? +r•7i log T
     -o-oot79a T+a•a7zggz. 
From this result the heat of evaporation was 
calcd. as rigs^=to6z3 cal, rlrsr ~^=toaq; cal 
(at boiling point). The values of Troulon 
most, Ramsay Shields cons[, and of parachor 
were discussed inrelation to molecular associa-
tion. The ester may be regarded as a normal 
liyuid. The freezing point was rleld. as 
-t tg3°, Authors.
tq. The integral free energies of solu-
tion of-sodium chloride and potassium 
bromide. F. Ishikawn and K. 11'Ioriwaki. 
Bull. btst. Phye. Chem. Itcaeareh, 16, tzg4-
tzjo (tg37).-Ttte integral free every of solo. 
of NaCI n•as calcd. by combining the result 
obtained by Allmand and Polack on the 
electromotive truce of reversible c lls with that 
obtained by Pearce and Nelson on the vapour 
press. of aqumus solos. The store energy 
for KI3r was obtained hp combining the result 
of vapour press. detn. with the differcutial 
free energy of solo. which ltad been dcul. by 
F. Dtumla. Authors.
t j. The heat of formation and specific 
heat of vanadium nitride. Shun-ichi 
Sat0h. Bull. Inst. I'hys. Clecm. Research, 16, 
tz6t-tz6q (rg37).-As the specific heat of 
vanadiom nitride is not yet known, the mean 
specific hrtt of vanadium nitride was measw•al 
by the ice calorimeter fo  three temp. intervals 
o°C-99.6°C, 0°-3o5.3°C and o°C-x58.6°C, 
and the equation of the true specific heat was 
obtained: C=o-r35t+z•obyxto~t°-t•oj7 
x to-'t=. i;y using these values, the beat of 
formation of vanadium nitride was computed 
from the dissocn. press. of vanadium nitride 
at high temps, The result obtained is as 
follows : V+ i 1\'.= VN+66,000. The 
relalionsl»p between the heat of formation of 
nitrides of the elements belonging to the 3n1 
series, 4:h. 5th and 6th groups of the Periodic 
Table and their atomic numbers is discussed. 
                              e\ulhor.
t6, The partial pressure-rate of the
dry air. K. Isihara. Sea and Sky, 17; 3z5-
3a7 G937)~ To obtain the de;rce of sate. 
of dissolved oxygnn in the sea or lake 
water, the vapour press. correction is to Ire 
applied for the solubility data such as throe 
of Fox nr Jambson. \Vhen the harometer 
stands at 760 mm, \Vtripple and \Vhipple's 
table can be used, but in general we must 
take iiNO mnsidcruion the value f P or 
t- ~ , where P and f denote }ruometric 
press. and the vapour press. resp. 'I7te table 
of figures limited to the third decimals in the 
temp. range o°C~3o°C and in the .press. 
6aary8omm is given for the purpose of 
pmctitnl use. Author. 
t7. Chemical separation of heavy 
oxygen. I. 1?. Ogawa. Tech. Repls. 
Ifyualnu birp. Unir., 1'l, ;9-jt (tg3y).-The 
exchange r action i tehicb oxygen and nitrogen 
take part was examd., and the equil. consts. 
were calcd. by the Urcy and Greifi method. 
     Ratction ]?quit.Consts. 
 NOi°+3FI-O1B=NOs"+3H:O's r.roz 
 CrOi+4H_O'°=CrO:°+aI1,O's t.oj8 
  13rO~6+3HeO1e=13rOs -I- 1I:O16 t.ogt 
  N"FI,N'SO,=N'rH.,+N"0 t.oo6 
  N"II,+CN's=N'sFI,CN" t.cotz 
  zN'sH,+N;'=N:°+zN''ll, r•o33 
3 mot ofeaeh electrolyte-IG_O, A`H,CI, NaCI, 
KCI, CrCI„ CaCI:, I1aC1_, CuCI. NiCI.; FeCls, 
KNOB, (NII,)SO,~, CuSO„ I{~Fc(CN)s was 
dissolved in 41 of water, and i[ was distilled 
for 4 hrs. to 3o c.c. It a•as found that heavy 
oxygen mold be thus amctd. J. C. L. 
t8. Production of carbon monoxide and 
hydrogen by means of methane•steam 
reaction. II. Effeet of hydrogen-re-
duction temperature upon the cata]ytic 
activity of a nickel- catalyst for the 
hydrogenation of benzene. S, 1'sutsumi. 
J. Clrcnt. Soc. Jnlxrrr, 58, i93i9i (t937)~ 
The hydrogenation f benzene was examd. in 
the temp. range 300°~7oooC with a Ni 
catalyst mired with toy_of various oxide as a 
catalyst promotor, and it was found that heyield 
of cyclohesane d cte~sed with rising of temp,
Y
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7"he oxides prcvcntal Ure caLilytic activity 
from diminishing due to bal4melting of the 
Ni catalyst, and AI_O, .vas more effective 
than any elf Th0„ SiO: and \IgO. ~ig0 
lost 4,c catalytic activity of rcductan al joo°C, 
and 1;a0 at 4oo°C-
   III. Action of a nickel catalyst 
upon methane-steam reaction. ibid. 58, 
firo-fizo (tq3^).-The decompn. ratio of CIL, 
and (COa/(CO+CO.) were measured, vary-
ing the ratio CII,: H:0 in the temp. range 
Tao°C-v8oo°C with the various cahlyst pro-
motors of Ni+ro% DIgO, and it was ascer-
tained that Ni+rogo 111g0 catalyst shwvs the 
max. activity. The mechanism of the reaction 
is considered comparing .ciib those of the 
water-gas nd thermal decompn. of methane. 
   IV. Effect of nickel sulphate for 
a nickel catalyst, ibid., 58, aooy-totz 
(r937)•=Phe solo. of Ni(NOs).+Al(NO~,t 
NiSO, was evaporated, dried noel i,~mited below 
Sao°C. The catalytic activity of this mass 
was diminished suddenly by a little addn. of 
NiSO, for CHI-H.0 reaction but not for 
CO-H:O reaction. J. C. L. 
tq. On the reaction between potassium 
chlorate and pottasium iodide in a 
sulphuric acid eolution. K. \Iasuda- ./. 
Client. Soc. Jrtpaa, b8, 7q4-So8 (t937)•-
Thou~h the reaction represented by the equa-
tion KCIOa+3H:S0,+fiKI=KCI+31{SO,+ 
3H_0+3L bas been detrl. m be of the third 
order represented by (t) dx/dt=Kr(3-x) 
{I3-x) (C-x), the formula should 6e improved 
to be (>_) dx/dt=K.(A~-x) (B-x) (C-rpc), where 
n may lx regarded as the effective variation 
cneff: due to the reaction of I{I. The reason 
is that generally Ir formed in such a reaction 
as L-.is sep[ii. Gom KI produces molecular 
.compounds by reacting on I{I and removes 
these out of the reaction system. ~=z was 
.deduced from the measurement of reaction 
velocity, and I{; thus calcd. from (z) showed 
 the far better const- value than K, from (r). 
The-above value of r is suitable from the 
solubility of I. in KI solo. J. C. L. 
ao. On theaeducingaction of-amalgams.
VI. The mechanism of the interface 
reaction. Ii. K. Masuda. J. Chene..Soa. 
./a)ran, 58, 873-SSz (tg37).-By varying the 
amt, of [""/.n] in %n-ilg betneen z.o--o.o5y 
and that of F-I,$0, between o;o~z.o \, lbe 
re lacing poa~cr in the quiet st1[e was mea-
sured. from the results obtained it was 
elucidated that the relation between l2, the 
reacting quantity, and [%n] in %nHg and that 
between Q and [H*] of the solo. should Ire 
essentially represented h}• (~=k(/.n)-" and Q 
=a+b[l I*] resp. The relation i the reaction 
(or a long hrs. beatme complicated, other 
elements being mistni: 'lire reducing power 
was inverse proportion to conch. of thr. solo. 
                              J. C. I,.
zt. Electromagnetism in wave geometry. 
'I'. Iwatsuki, Y. 111imur3 and ,K. Modnnga. 
J. Sci. Hiroshima Unia., A, 7, zjj-zj7 
(t937)•-By classifying spin-parallelism de-
dumi from the correspondence ~'=(t+~,) 
¢,[~'ar=(~ (~)] hehvcr:n tG and tL' in two        n~x 
points in the space, thefrom ~1a1=(~ o\                             - o~x 
causes Ure properties of gravitation and the 
form J`t01(° ~ z\ the lectromagnetic property.        zoo 
Prom ibis, the unified field theory can be 
realiz«d in terms of wave gcomctr}'. 
                            J. C. L. 
zz. Exchange reaction of isotopes. F_ 
 Ogawa. J. F.lectrachenn. aeaou, 5, t37-t43 
 (tg36).-'the law stating. that °rhe element 
in more pos. state is richer in heavier isotopes" 
 was proved with respect to hydrogen and 
oxygen isotopes. Assuming that his law phrys 
 the important part in the"exchange reaction of 
 isotopes except hose of hydrogen, it is stated 
 that the -production of H,U'8 is possible. 
 'Phus, from the assumption that the law is 
 larsed on [he difference of electron energy of 
 isotope molecules, it is condude<I that the 
 theory staling that "dte electron energies of 
 isotope molecules arc equal" is not general. 
                               J. C. T..
 z3. Action between neutron and proton. 
 Y. Nishina, S. 'I'omonaga and H. Tamaki,
9fi1~1t~mitt~ Vol. 12n No. 2 (1938)
N°. ° r-Caura! cord Ph
Set. Papers LteL Phys. Chem. Research. 30, 
6t-6S (rg36).-It is reported avith the exptl. 
resuhs that when the velocity n( neutron 
decreases, itsscattering revs to collision with 
proton and the production of 7-mys increase. 
\Vhen the mutual action behveen eutron amt 
proton is treated thmretically with the ass[tmp-
tion [hat here coexist in the action the lleisen-
berg type sort the \Vintrer type, it is found 
that the scattering can he explained, but the 
theory of 7-mys does not coincide with the 
esptl. result. J- C. L. 
zq~. Studies on the action of a catalyst 
promotor and carrier. IIi. Selection 
of the catalyst for the synthesis of 
liquid hydrocarbons from carbon mono-
xide and hydrogen. S. Tsutsumi. J. 
Chem. Soc. ./apati, 58, q96-toot (u)37)~ 
For a catalyst for hydrogenation f 6emche, 
the activity of Xi with to9b promotora-~IgO, 
eV.03, CaO, CuO, ThO., Fe_Oa, ilTnO, '/,n0 
and SiO,, was compare[! with that of the 
catalyst with the add. of [lialomaceous earth 
as a carrier, and it suss found that (\it=11.O;,J-
catalyst kept its activity up to the higher temp. 
(loo°C), but (VitCaO)-catalyst lost its u°tta-
lytic activity :ll 4oo°C. 
   TV. The activity of the catalyst 
for the synthesis of liquid hydrocarbons 
from carbon monoxide and hydrogen. 
iberl., 5$aooz-tao6 (t937)•-(Ni+toq:11.O,)-
catalyst for the synthesis ofhydronrbons from 
CO+H. lust its catalytic activity even in the 
rise where a little yuantitp of NiSO~ v:as 
added, but it keeps the poaver (or the hydro-
genation of benzene. J. C. L. 
zj. Dipole moment and solvent. II. 
Electric moments of some amines. K. 
H igasi. Sre. Iapers Lest. Phya. Chem. 
Research, 31, 3tt-3[g (t937)•-The electric 
moments of diethyl and triMhyl amines were 
measured in hexane and benzene solos, with 
the results: Nll(C_H;), t.to~ U, t.t3~ U, and 
N(C,H„)s o.yq~D, o.78,D, reap. The moment 
in solo. increases with the increase in the di-
electricmnst. of solvent. This tendency is 
also true when the data in vapour are 4iken
ytira! Chemitlry 67 
in considctation. 
   III. Electric moment of di-isopropyl 
ketone. K. Higasi. ibid., 31, 3t 7-;zo (r 937)• 
-The apparent moment in solo. of di-iso-
propyl ketone were measured in L>enzene, 
hexane and carWn bisulphide solo. Tlrc 
results were compered with thos^_ in acetone. 
A neg. solvent effect was observed in spite of 
its neg. value in the Kerr coast. Avtlmr. 
zb. Raman effect and dipole moment in 
relation to free rotation. VIT. Quantum 
mechanical resonance in carboxylic acid. 
Y. Morino and S. 11Tizushima, Sci. Papers 
IrrxL. Phys. Chrnr. Research, 32, 33-43 (t 937)• 
-The Raman spectra of formic acid and 
sodium formats were studied. For the latter 
substance the result can be accounted for with 
the molecular mulct H-C~p, in which fire 
two C-O links arc equiv. becnvse of the 
single Wnddouhle Wnd resonance. The values 
of force masts. caled. from the observed fre-
quencies arc : km=9•zq x ta', hmt=4.z7x to°, 
emd (zdtd') S-~, =a.q3 X to' (dyne/cm.). The 
value of kco here obtained isnearly the mean 
value of thos° of single 1»nd (j.ox to') and 
rlnuble bond (t3.gjx to"). Authors 
zy. Raman effect and dipole moment in 
relation to free rotation. iX. Rotation 
around SS bond. }', 111uriuo an[I S Atizu-
shima. Sci. Papers Ltat. Pby,+. Chcne. Research, 
32, azo-zz7 (tg3y}.-The Ramatt spectra of 
sulphur monochloride S.CI_ were studied in 
liquid state and in carbon tetrachloride solo:, 
and thu dipole moment of this substance was 
muhsured in hexane solo. (µ=t.o D). It is 
concluded that the molecule of S.CI. ha; the 
single Wad swcUvc CI-S-SCI, the azimuth 
of one 5-Ci group relative to the other being 
npproximatelp qo°. Authors. 
z3. Raman effect and dipole moment 
in relation to free rotation. VI. K. 
I{uzima nd S. 3[izushima. Sci. I'apera Ins(. 
Phya. Chem. Research, 31, zq6-3to jtg39): 
The dipole momonts of CHBy-CHBr., CCI_ 
Br-CCI Br, o-CBHaCIOH, and q-CyHr(CH:
J
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 Br}_ svcrc stadied in various olvents at di(-
• ferent empi. The results are discuss~:d in 
 relation to the intemal. rotation of these mole-
 cules. 'Phe relative abundance of the hvo 
 stable molecular species in the case of o-
 chlorophenol (due to yuant. mech. res<rnance) 
 is discussed from the temp, dependence of 
 the dipole moment. Authors. 
 zq. Raman effect and dipole moment in 
 celation to free rotation. VIII: Mole-
 cular.atructure o£ carbonic ester. ST. 
 Kuho, Y. IVTodno and S. Mizushima. Sci. 
 Papers Inst. PGye. Chem. Reaerrrel+,32, r_g-
 t 37 (t 937)•-The dipole moment r of dimethyl 
 carbonate in. vapour state was measured over 
 a temp. range of rjo° L<=o.86 D at 5j.o°C, 
 o,8g D at 76.q°C', o.qa D at t3q.r°C, and 
 r.oo; ll at zo6.z°C). The Roman spectra of 
 dimethyl and diethyl carbonate were also 
studied. From these exptl. results [be follow-
 ing conclusion is derived. The normal state 
 of dimelhyl carbonate can well lre approxi-
 mated by the classic[! formula {'I{'-0~C=O.                    CH
,-0 
 so that there is no significant single bond-
 double Innd resonance by which the intemal 
 configuration is linked rigidly. '1•hemolecule 
 can, therefore, exert intemal oscillatory rotation, 
 the amplitude of x•hich is easily affected by 
 the change of temp. ; i:e, there is an olserv-
 a61e temp. dependence of dipole moment. 
                             Authors.
 30. The reaction between ammonia and 
 carbon dioxide. 1`. Yoshida. Xaken-
 %en-Slrir, 7, zr3-zz3 (tg3y).-The influence 
 of a trace of water vapour on the reaction 
 NH,LICI=NH,CI and its mechanism were 
 investigated from the stand-point of chem. 
 kinetics. While the reaction is stoichiometd-
 cally of the third order, it proceeds in reality 
 as a reaction of the second order. And this 
 reaction has a neg. temp. coef'I. The follow-
 ing reaction mechanism is assumed : (a) NH, 
 +H,O~IdH; H.O, (b) NII,•H,O+CO 
 COCNII
_tfl.O, (c) CO<NII_tI`1H,=CO 
 ~ONH' From IAndon's theory, [akinQ E   NHr '
 RSTR Sn c r._ v°l. xn 
as a seventh of Q, Q-E=6,jz3 Gals was 
obtained. The author's exptl. result coincides 
well with this nlcd. value. J. C. L. 
3r. On the optical properties of liquid 
mixtures of keton and alcohol. I-III. 
T. Tomonari. .T. Soc. CRcrro Ind..7apan, 39, 
j7Yj88 (r937)•-The appt•arance of a nea• 
intermolecular force hehveen molecules of 
keton and alcohol by hydrogen ion was proved 
by the deco. of refraction and densit}•. h leads 
m the formation of a keton-alcohol complex. 
                           J. C. L.
;z. Thermal analysis of engyme reac-
tions. L. Invertase uction. 'f': K6snki. 
Ibis Journal, 12, zt-46 (tg38). 
33• Crystal structure of the aliphatic 
compound. III. The relation between 
specific gravity of a n-paraffin hydro-
carbon and its properties. R.I{olxiyashi. 
J. Sa. Chenr. btd..7apan., 90, 748-7i4 (t937)• 
-The calm. of [he following poinU were 
matte of carious n-pamliin hyd rocarhons: 
molecular diameter (D), molecular volume (V), 
molecular mass (S), melting point (L'), s-p. gr. 
at the mehing point (5'), Iwiling point un-
stability product and octane value. The sated. 
values are compared with the measured ones, 
and the relation between them is elucidated. 
Exp0. results: (t) The linear relation S/5' 
=o.z7zjtt.rojS holds behveen S and S'. 
As the value of S can be sated. from the 
structure of molecule, the value of S' also can 
be obtained and if should coincide with the 
measured value. (z) "I'he linear relation 
F=j87.j S-Sj3.z holds 1>etrveen S a d F. 
The sated. value of P', generall}•, coincides 
with that of the melting point of n•paraQin 
hydrocarbon higher than -butane. (3) Bet-
ween B(°I{), the absolute boiling paint and 
S, lbe linear proportianal re ation log (Iog.B) 
=o.r3zgS-c.z3g3 holds. The value of B 
sated. from this equation should coincide with 
the measured oue. (a) The linear propor-
tional relation 0,=r.r8a • V/T'-qy.j holds 
1>etweeu V(.4'), D(~1) and 0„ the octane 
value. (Hem, V/T'=(D'/ll) (D"/D)=ast
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and i[ denotes unslability producQ. The linear 
proportional relation Oe=t,t3,•\//Da-tt8,7 
holds hchveen 11I, molecular mass, and O., 
the octane value. (tlcre, III/D'=(\I/V){V/D') 
=S-ar97- and it denotes product of molecular 
mass and unsCibility). :1s Iheoctane value of
n-paraffin hydrocarbons, O. is appliplde bMter 
than O, represented in the above equation: 
Both values of O, and n_ do not coincide 
with the octane values of paraffin hydrocarbons 
below n-butane. J. C. L
2-ATOMIC STRUCTURE, RADIOCHEMISTRY 
       AND PHOTOCHEMISTRY
3;. The hydrogen atom in terms of 
wave geometry. It. blorimga. J Sei. 
Hiruskinta Uuiv., A, 7, z63-3o; {[y37).-
Starting from the foundamental equation for tb 
and assuming that it represents characteristic 
properties ofatoms, the space leas found to 
become necessarily spherical symmetric. Pij 
satisfies the Coulomb Law and td+ can be 
represented by the \Vhilteaker Rr functem. 
                                J. c. r.. 
3;. Chemical studies by means of mole-
cular rays. IV. Proof of the primary 
photochemical decomposition of a dia-
tomic molecule. L•'..Nishibori. J Client. 
Soc..Tapxrrt, 58,;-t3 ([937)•-13y introducing 
1_ molecular rays passing through a slit to a 
torsion balance of mien plate hung by quartz 
fibre, ll-dD, deviation, and ll in the case 
where 4 molecular rays were illuminalerl by 
carton arc were compared with those in the 
case whm~e they were not illuminated. 'Thus, 
the photochem. decompn. of I. veas proved 
from the (act that 9D/D=a3z5tao3y, the 
measured value, agreednearly with dD/D= 
az6q, the theoretical value, in the case where 
the photochem. decompn. of I.-E/er-.1*-E1 
may he regarded to take place. 
   V. Direct determination of the 
effective radius of collision of the 
vibrationally excited iodine molecule 
with the mercury atom. ibid.. r4-z, 
(tg37).-With the app. similar to that alrealy 
reported, effective radius of 1_*, previously 
excitd vibrationally to the state of J by 
illumination, was compared .with that of
ordinary I: molecule for Ilg atom. al *_ 
5.72:1 ,vas ohtnined, givingaHg=t.8zA and 
oi_=z.z3 A. From the compadam of the 
eRective radius of the excitd L's for Hg 
with that of ordinary 1., 5.7z/z.z3=z.56 was 
obtained. 
    VI. Masaspectrographical investi-
gation of the ions produced by the 
electron-bombardment of the. molecular 
rays. ibid., zz-36 (,q36},-A kind of mass-
spectmgmph was constructed, whereby the 
mass of molecular rays can be detd. They 
were ionized by the electron bombardment a d 
the electric and the. magnetic. fields were mule 
react on them. With Ilg molecular raps 
several ions dillerent in eleraric harges were 
thus detected. ]. (:. L. 
3G. Nuclear binding force. M. Naka-
Ixtyashi. Sci. Repts. Tohokrr ImP. Urtir., I, 
'L5, u4,-n6t (t 937)•-With use of the wave 
equation of particle as the primary approxi-
mate value, the energ}' of binding of aWmic 
nucleus was calcd. in the corresponding para-
bolic potential field. The expd: err. calcd. as 
the secondary apprirximate valueis rorrectd. 
The obtained value of energy is greater than 
that by the variation method. J. C. L. 
37. On the energy of "residual neu-
trons." b:.'I'akda. Pron. Phys. AToth. Sce. 
Jalxrre, III, 19, 393-394 (~937)•-1he xpt. 
wasper(ormd mainly on the Ii-group neutrons 
using the residual neutrons from ]3e-~Rn 
source (>_jom Curie): The results obtained 
shoved that the energy is distributd between
9fi}~1t~mi~~ Vol. 12n No. 2 (1938)
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t06^~to~r electron vrolts and. a few electron 
colts. Similar expls. were made with iodine 
as'a detector. J.. C. I,. 
33. New ultraviolet absorption bands 
of sodium and potassium molecules. 
I-I. Yoshinag:t. Proc. Phys: ~I/alk. Sce..7apaa, 
III, 19, 547-859 (r937)~ New absorption 
bands found in this work, shojced, when sub-
jected to. vibralional nal}•sis, live systems for 
It, molecule in the region betr'een gtCroA 
and 34So A and brae system (or IQa, molecule 
in the region behveen z75o A and z55o A. 
Occurancc of these bands is due to the transi-
tion from The normals[ate othe newly found 
states of each molecule: Close similarity is 
clearly. seen among ewly found 1:, bands and 
Na_ and Li. hands which were already 
observed in the ultra-violet region. Anchor. 
39+ Classification of the near infra, 
red spectrum of mercury. II. O. 
11ias2ki and T. BIori41. J. Sei. flirosGirna 
Urriv., A, 7, 30~ 3r5 (t937)~ In dte authors' 
first paper with the s-tme title, the near infra-
red spectrum of Big I to about tzooo? was 
anal}•sed by the photographic method. In the 
present research the mercury spectrum of the 
farther infra-red region; to about. gooo A was 
photographed. The plates used for this expt. 
 uere Eastman I-,'/. plates, which were super-
sensiti-red ht• the method oP heat-treatment. 
lYIany new lines were .found on the plate, the 
classifirnlion ofwhich is given. Authors 
qo. An attempt to account ,for the 
Coulomb force between electron and 
proton.. U: Kakinunin. Proc. Phys: ~llath. 
 Soc.,.7apaa, 19,.50,-Soy (tg37).-The-purpose 
 of the present paper is to account fur the 
 Coulomb force acting beaveen the electron 
 and the proton. by a h}'drotl}'namical an logy. 
 Tlie' idea is due to C. A. Bjerknes who made 
 a thorough suidy of the electromagnetic pheno-
 mena from thehyrlrodynamicalstandpoint, by 
 regarding the. charged particles as pulsating 
 spheres in an incompressible fluid. Although 
 the study is very splendid in so fu as the 
 hydrodynamical phenomena are mucerned, yet
   S 'R ACTS Vol. Xi7 
there is a serious di(liculty in its -application 
to electrodynamics ; viz. ahe spheres. attract 
each other if their:polsttions are in phase, and 
repel if they are in opposite phase. This 
see•ns to he the reverse in electricity sod 
magnetism, where \ve have an attraction bet-
ween unlike charges, and vice versa. But 
this situation may lie sated iC the notion of 
' negative' .length be admitted. According to 
the thmry of the electron put Forward. by the 
author, theelectron is a spherical entity of the 
smallest dimension (below to-JO Cm). The 
proton may. similarly be regarded as a spherical 
particle, the only difference from the electron 
being in the fact drat the expression fir the 
Line clement of the four-dimensional space 
asstxialed with the proton is characterized by 
the imrorlnc[ion f vteyatir~e [enntk. This no-
tion is considered to he more fundamenntl 
than that of neyaliar energy and is an inevit-
able consequence of the existence of pos. and 
neg. electricity. ~4ith these slight modifica-
tions ISjerknes' idea has been revirnl in 
enabling us to interpret the Coulomb force 
sttis(ac[orily with the aid of hydrodynamics. 
                            Auflwr.
qr. An attempt to interpret the observed 
stark effect in hydrogen molecule. Ni. 
liiuti and li. Ilasunuma. Proc. 1'hgs.-D7aIG. 
Soc. Japan, III, 19, Szt-83q (t937).-The 
authors attempt to obtain concordance of the 
ol>sen'ed Stark effect on molecular lines of 
hydrogen, which is apparently very com-
plicated,with thelhcrory. They employ their 
own observation newl}•, made and confine 
themselves to the triplet system. For the 
application of the theory, which is'founded on 
mutual interactions behveen orld and even 
levels in the presence of the electric lield, it 
requires accurate knowledge of the relative 
positions of the interacting levels. As the 
latter arc gas yet only toughly known, the 
authors detemrine them conversely by the 
esamn_ of the effect on the bands, 3P'J 
-zs'r, z-o and 3d`.3a, v-zpall, o-o, .for 
which the effect is mainly due--to the lower 
terms. The relative positions are decd. thus 
with respect to the lower terms, and whey are
9fi1~1t~mitt~ Vol. 12n No. 2 (1938)
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   verified by appearance of forbidden lines in 
   the field. The result is that the Iccel zp'II
   (v=o, I{=4• a} is to lie S.o cm 'higherthan 
   [he level zs'~. (v=o, K=3, a), from which 
   all the reyuired relative positions are known. 
   1Vith the relative positions thus detd., the effect 
   on the a-z 1>,nnd of a, for avhich the upper 
   terms are nfi'rected largely, may be well ac-
   counted for at least qualitatively. The authors, 
   hoavever, mnsider that he employedthmretical 
   formula is not very adequate for the upper 
   states but is still ecll applirnble to theloner 
   z yuant. electronic states. Authors. 
   4z. On the valence theory of the 
   methane molecule. I. BI. Kot:mi and11I. 
   Siga •• I'rac. Phys::lladh. Soe_ ./apnu, 19, 47t-
   48fi (t937).-In orclcr to examine the nature 
   of the quadrvalenl state of l; atwu and to 
   investi~a[e the degree of approximation f the 
   assumption f electron pairing in Slater-Pnuling 
   theory n( valency, energy of CIi, molectile 
   ryas calcd, by I ieitler-London's method, aeit/n-
   mrtassuming electron pair bond and taking 
. C-atom configurations {zs)=(zp)=, (zs)(zp}' and 
   (zp)' into account. Making use of the te[ia-
   hedml symmetry of the molecule, the dimen-
   sion of the secular equation is reduced to 7, 
   but the numerictl discussion is reservedfx
   Part l1. The same secular equatiar bas been 
. obtained independently b  A. II. Vogq by a 
   ~diBerenf method. Authors. 
   a3• Note on the theory of electronic 
   states of polyatomic molecules. \I. 
   Kotnni. l'roa Phys: dlath. Sx. .Zapnn,19, 
   4fio-i7o (t937)•-Electronic terms of sym-
   metric polyatomic molecules are classilied. 
   according to the symmetry properties of their 
   electronic wave functions, wbich are chamctc-
   rized by irrrxlucible representations f certain 
   crystallographic point-groups, as Ntulliken has 
   shown. In this paper the problem is treated, 
   to determine the number of group-thmretically 
   posible electronic terms of •any polyatomic 
   molecule, with the definite symmetry property 
   and the defnite spin ,multiplicity,when the 
   angular moments Liand resuhant spin Si of 
    the constituent atoms are given. Author,
z-rlfmnrr .Sfnrrfrrrr, Tddin~heinirfn~ arrd PJofodumislry 71
4a• On the energy states of valency 
electrons in some metals. 'i. 6. Some 
reguralities eaisting in crystal level 
values and those of atomic spectrum 
of zinc DI. Sato. iYipport Kia:okvr • 
(;a)ckai-Si, 1 r6t-tfi;; ,Set. Xepls. Tohoku 
Inrp. Untra, I, 26, zoC-zr3 (t937)~ B9 
studying the positions in energy ofthe crystal 
levels with respect tothe optical terms of 'LnI, 
the following regularities were found :-De-
pression i Er-(4s). r'So=(4s, P)'Io-{4s. 5P)' 
Pr. Depression ; E.-(4s}='S,=(4s, p}'P,-
(4s,ad}'D,. Elevation; (as)='Sa-F.,=(as, SP)'
Pr-(4s, qp)'P,. Elevation; (4s}='S~-F,a=(4s, 
5P)'1',-{qs, qd)'D. From these results [he 
following mnfi;umtions of electrons for the 
crysMl evels were assigned : T;,(~ts, 4P; 4s~ 
5P). E_(as, iP ~ as, 4d), L',(as, SP ; as, 9P), 
E;(4s,5P; 4s,9d). Author. 
45• Molecular spectra of zinc hydride 
and deuteride. 1'. Fujioka nd Y. Tanakit. 
Sci. Papers Inst. 1'Ieys. Chem. Teseureh, 8'l, 
ra3-r5fi (t937)= The'II-.'s' hands of "LnII 
and '/.nD in the vialut region arc photographed 
with the use of a 6-meter concave grating in 
the second order. In each case, twelve 
branches of ono bands are analysed and the 
consls. of °~' and 'II status are calcd, As 
the vibmtional levels are no[ observed atall. 
the consls. of the electronic stoles. (Be, De 
etc.) are not calcd: It is difiicuh, 'therefore, 
to discuss precisely the isotope effect. Authors: 
a6. The third absorption bands of Co-
ordinationcompounds. IV. (Codg'.pyCl~, 
~Co(NH,).(NO.);ox~NHr•H:Oand (Coox,~ 
K,•3.5H:0. S. I{ashimoto and 141. I{obayashi. 
Bull. Cheer. Soe..Iapan, 12, 35o-3Sz (r937)• 
-According to Y. Shibata and R.Tauchida, 
the third absorption ~trrds of eo-ordination 
mmpds. are due to a pair ur pairs of neg. 
radicals co-ordinated in transposition t  each 
other. 'I'o suhstantiate this postulate estinction-
meffs. of (Jodg',PyCII. ~Co(NH,).(NOr):ox(. 
NIi.; H%O and Co ox,IK; 3.5H:0 were. 
measured. Ayueoussolns. of these salts were' 
proved to have the third absorption bands. 
                        Authors,
y
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  q7. On the z'eversalaemperature of the 
  system containing sodium and potas-
  sium. H. Yoshinaga. Pron. Phys.-.SIaUi. 
 Soc. Japan, III, 19, 386-39z (1937)•-The 
  study of the spectrum cmitte[I by a vacuum 
  arc contg. sodium and pontssium shows that 
  [hc reversal temp. of the spectral line of the 
  sharp and diffuse series of these elements is 
  quite the same irrespective of the difference 
  in series or of the difference in elements. 
  Acccrdingly, we,can obtain the relation Ixtween 
  the concn. of normal atoms of these lements in 
 a light sourceand the intensity ratio of any 
  spectral ines of the sharp and diffuse series 
 of both elements, by determining the reversal 
  temp. by the intensity measurement. 
                              Author.
a8. The absorption spectra of metallic 
complex salts of2.2'-dipyridyl. I. I:. 
Yamasaki. Pzdl. Clrenr. Sce..Tapan, 1'l, 3go-
394 (1937)•-The absorption spectra of aque-
ous and alcoholic solo. of trjdipyridylJ com-
plex saps of Cu, "'/_n, Ni, 1'e and Co were 
stadicd at room temp..as well ns at ]ow temp.
a9. On themumber of quanta of gamma-
rays emitted from a nucleus when it 
captures a neutron. f 1. Aoki. Prce. 
Pkys..llaih. Soe. Japan, III, 19, yqq-So5 
(rg37).-Using the metaal of coincidence of
two Geiger-.blotter counters, the mean umber 
of gamma-ray quanta emiRed tram a nucleus 
when it atptares a neutron was estimated. It
was found .that several quanta of gamma-rays 
arcfreyuently emitted by a capture process. 
                          J. c;, L. 
5a On hard gamma-rays from Ra(C+ 
C'tC"tD). SNishida. I'rce.Plula-Alath. 
Soc. .lapan, III, 19, Soq-8t7 (1937)•-The 
asults of the observation f electron tracks of 
the hard gamma-rn}'s in a Wilson chamber 
showed that the. hardness of the gamma-rays 
was about 3.1, a and 4.9 x ro° e.v. Therefore, 
it is certain that suchan ahnOrllltll 11CLadfCaj'-
phenomenon as remarked by Rulherford and 
others cannot be expected, Aftar considering
carefully the energy relations of.RaC h}• pro-
ducts, i[ is concluded that hese hant gamma-
rays are due to the emissions from RaC"-
RaD. The energy-diagram between RaC sort 
RaD is tvnstructerl. J. C. L 
Sr. New foundation of atomic structure. 
Y. '1limura nd T. Irvatsuki. J. Sci. Hires 
xlrirna Urtir., A, 7,. z3q-z6r (1g39).-From 
the s4•tnrl point of the field theory it i; assumed 
by adopting the liinstein theory on solar 
system that the alc~mic sh'uclm'e is in itself 
the snuclurc of space time due m the nucleus. 
                           J. C. L.
;z. llisintegration of nucleus bg cosmic 
radiation. S Nishida, Prow Pkys..)la[G. 
Soa Japan, III, 19, St3-8zo (1937)•-In the 
course of the czptl. .cork using a Wilson 
chrmber, dense tracks howing the explosions 
of atomic nuclei by cosmic radiation were 
observed. •Phe angle bcnvicen the nvo tracks 
mss slightly Icss than zn. As the chamber 
contained air of one atomospheric pressure and 
ethyl alcohol, the disintegrated nucleus must 
Gave been one of C, N and O. To estimate 
fire order of Ore in-coming m}'. it is possible 
to coroider the following reaction process 
5C1B-.~LiS+~Li°+,n'. J. C. l: 
53. The cathode-luminescence spectra 
of feldspars and other alkali a.lumino-
silieate minerals. S. limori and J. Yoshi-
mum. Si:i. Papers. hrxl. Phys. Ckeor. Reaea r•c1e, 
31, z8i-zy5 (uy3y)•-Feldspars from (our 
different localities were employed as samples. 
It was found that all of these specimens were 
strongly luminescent but the colour of lumine-
scene was- slightly different one from another 
and that tbcir spectra consisted in general of 
three broadened bands. Comparing these 
spettra with those of other alkali alumino-
silicate minerals, the influenceof various micro-
components upon intensity of the spectra is 
discussed. ~ J. C. L. 
i4• On the energy states of valency 
electrons in some metals. 1.8. Calcula-
tion of the heat of sublimation of zinc
9fi1~1t~mitt~ Vol. 12n No. 2 (1938)
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from the differences between its crystal 
energy leveals and atomic normal level. 
b'Iituru SalB. 1~ri~IM1E Kiruakre Gakkai-Si, I, 
za8-z5o (tg39).-From the diH'erences 6 hween 
the energy values of the crystal levels of zinc 
and that of the normal state of In-atom, the 
heat of sublimation f solid-Ln was crated. to 
be oogq Ryd. per atom, which is in perfect 
agreement with the exptl. value, aog3 Ryd. 
per atom. Author. 
SS- On the energy states of valency 
electrons in some metals. 1-7. The 
emieaion and absorption of X-rays in 
zinc and zinc oxide, relating. to the 
outer levels ofLn. lliiturv Sato. ttiippoet 
Airuob~rr Gakkni-Si, I, z3a-za7 (t937)•-t1te 
nature of the phetomena of I:-absorption of 
X-ray by zinc was investigated and it was 
found tliat the phenomena ronsist of a main 
process and an auxiliary one. The former is 
the electron transition from k-shell or the levdy 
(ls}='S,,, to the optical evel, (as, ap)'P„ ""/.n 1, 
resulting in the so-called K-alxorption main 
edge. The latter, in nature, is Auger effect, 
giving rise to some 6read[h to the li-aluorp-
tion.ttlge, the emission lines, KA, and K(i"', 
and to a fine structure of the main edge it-
self. The nature of L-absorption f _l'-ray by 
zinc was also studied curl i[ was found that 
the main process i the electron transition from 
Lu,ur to the optical evel of the triplet s}'smm 
of '/.nl, {qs, 6s)'S„ and the auxiliary one is 
the electron transitions between the levels, 
belatging ro the triplet system of `Lnl- 1:-
and Ltt, trt-alsorptions in zinc oxide are also 
described, in these cases, the main processes 
are the same as in the unsex of zinc reap., but 
the auxiliary ones ronsist of the electron transi-
dons betveen atomic levels of oxygen of ''/.n0 ; 
this muses the shifting of the absorption edges. 
                            Authpr.
56. The light absorption of silver 
halides and their photographic seneiti-
vity. N. Kaateyama nd S. ICikuchi. J• 
Soc. Cheuc. htd. Jufxsn, 9Q 85S-S6o (1937)• 
- 'The coergy necessary to photochem: 
decompn. tv:[s calcd, from the electron affinity
/?ndiorl+erni1H~~ cord PlolodruidsJry 73 
oP halogen ions, the ionization energy of 
silver atom, the crystal lattice nergy and the 
energy of adsorption of bromine find silver 
atoms to the crystal, gzj raft and ato cop were 
obtained for silver chloride and silver bromide 
map. These hvo values are approximate h) 
3qo mu for silver chloride and to a35^ya3o c p 
for silver bromide, the values of actually 
sensitive long wave ends- The eaten. ismade 
for the perfect cristal but the real cristal is 
usually imperfect, and the sensitivity should 
take place with slightly tens energy than that 
of atlcd- valae. J. C. L 
5i. On the spectrum of silicon. T. 
Tnkamine, T. Suga, and DI. Kamiyama. Sci. 
Yapcra Iitaf. t'hys. Chcrn. RctearcG, 33, za7-
-'7r (t937)~ When a sWng condensed die-
charge is passed through a fine quartz capillary 
in hydrogen a[ low press., silicon spectra t 
successive s4•r~~es of ionizatiat nre seen super-
posed rnt the Lymmt continuum. 'fhc extreme 
ulna-violet par[ of these spectra was studied 
Uy means of a vacuum spectrograph having 
a t metre conn.ve grating at grazing incidence. 
Special features observed werethe changing of
many of the Sil and Si[I lines fmm emission 
to absorption as the energy of the spark was 
increased. F_specially interesting was the 
marked diBerence. in the ttegree of easiness 
for reversal seen for diffemnt Si[I lines. Lines 
of SiIII and SiIV carne out mostly in emis-
sion. Relation between the stellar temp. 
classification a d the temp. in the light s~urcc 
used in lal»ratory expL is discussed. 
                            Authors.
58. On the positive ion emieaion from 
heated nickel wire in oxygen and 
hydrogen. R. Cow. I'rce. Iney. aacd., 13, 
3zo-3za (t43i). This Journal, 12, t5-zo 
ft93x)•
59• A study of the new bands of SiF. 
1'. S'uasa. Sci. lic1rJe. %oklJo Annrika 7hti-
gaka, A, 3, tq5-zo3 (t937)~ In Are region 
of the wave-lengths between fiC3o A and 3 too ~, 
the author found three systems of new bands, 
i.e. xd 3g39.757 A~-3zg3.o7y :\ (degraterl to-
    -AI
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wards. red), Aa 3413.757 ~~^3z44.7t 1 (de-
graded toward violet) and d.i 3365.53 r1-r 
3ig3.77 A (degndetl owarcls red). These 
bands arc considered to hdong- to SiF. The 
wave-lenynhs of the heads of these lmndswere 
measured by taking the plroWgmph of the 
spectrum with Ililger's I?I. The vitxational 
analysis of the first system (.id383q.o5z:1~ 
3z93•o79 A) xvns made, acrd it was found that 
the lower level of this system is the same as 
the gtounJ level of the molecule SiF as 
decided by a previous author. The molecular 
musts. of the levels, z, rr. and x~, are ctlcd. 
to be 4•t cm 'and qt t.z cm 'for the higher 
and 4.3 cm 'and 353.6cn>-' Gx the lower-
                              Anthor-
ABSTRACTS
60• On the binding energy of atomic 
nuclei. II. '1'. Yamanouchi. lioc. Pleyx.-
.Ilalft. rSoc. dapaib III, 19,ygo-797(t93i)~ 
The di0erence of proton and neutron isstudicti 
by applying the aw hor'sthmry already reporttxl 
(See this Journal, 11, zzy (ig3y}).-'ftie value 
represenmd by the formula conig. a few para-
meters i  hard to he rtlcd., but by eliminathtg 
these pammders the relation of mass defect 
among various atomic nuclei is olkained. The
- V°I. ~CII 
ti•alue coincides nearly with that of the expt. 
                           J. c. L.
fir- Isotope displacement in tungsten 
lines. M. Biuti, H, Ilasunnma and T. 
Iiatvadu. Proc. Pkys: Dlal)r. S'ar,..Tayxrn, III, 
19, totg-tozz (tg39).-Fine structure of \V 
spectrum lines in the visible and the ultraviolet 
rtbions w:u studied hr using a Fahry-Perot 
interferometer and a quart/ Lumnrer plate. 
'Phe authors found some terms which show 
larger displacement than the standard terms 
6z- Abnormal specific heat of am-
monivmchloride crystal with substituted 
heavy hydrogen. I. Nitla and K, Sucnaga. 
Sei. Prsperx Itxt. PGyx. C/icm• Rexcm•di, 3l, 
53-86 (tg39)--'1•he transition phenomenon 
assumed to be Aue to the rotation of am-
monium ion in the cvyslal was studied with 
the cristal of ND,CI. The sp. bents of qr.5°° 
NU,Ct crisis) ohlainerl by the exchange r ac-
tion between I).(1 and NIi.,CI was measured 
in the temp. range-t yo°C jo°C by a vacuum 
calorhneter. It wns found that the tnmsition 
similar to that of NH„CI at -3a4°C Wok 
place a[ -z4°C. J. G L.
3-ELECTROCHEMISTRY AND THERMOCHEMISTRY
63• Researches on the electric boundary 
layer disturbance. XII. The absorption 
of electromagnetic waves at high tem-
peratures by the dispersed system of 
particles of celluloieic substance. II. 
iiI. Shikata and S Uerla. J. Eleclrachenr. 
3eaoe. Japan, 5, zq3-3o6 (1937)•-In order 
to study the state of water atsnrbed by a-
cellulose, the absorption of electromagnetic 
waves with frequencies less than 6,000--• has 
been measured ~at. 3o°C~too°C with system 
Solka n-Flock-liquid parafhn, the water content 
of the. system being less than 3q. Solka a-
Hock, the prepnrnlion of American Brown. C:o., 
cwug.~ over q$y a-cellulose, wns used in too-
and zoo-mesh linesses. Tho results obtained
are summarized as follows : when the temp. 
is mired, the dielectric loss appears in ranges 
of lower frequencies ; if the frequency is the 
same, the dirlecMc loss is observed in snipes 
of lower water mnteht with the rising temp. 
The roux: dielectric loss occurs, wdten the 
acting frequency is altered, and the frequency 
corresponding hereto mover) to, regions of 
higher fretluencies and the magnitude of mss. 
is increased as the water content mxl the rump. 
are increases). The characteristic trend of the 
relaxation time calcd• from the e~ptl. resulu 
is• in gosxl agree--men[ with the thmrelicnl 
eaten., i.e., the value of decreases with the 
increase in the water content and the rise in 
the temp- Authors.
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6a. Theheat of formation andspecific 
heat of aluminium carbide. S. Satoh. 
Bull. Inst. Plays: Cheni. Researe/r,. 16, y5j-
7ha (tg39),-The mean specific Ircnt of 
aluminum carbide was measured b}' the ice 
.calorimeter for three temp. intervals: o°C~ 
99.6°C, o°C%~-z44°C and o°--3zo.~ C, mid 
the equation of the uue specific heat was 
otitainetl : C=an_3x+z.ix x to-'l-z.Sgz x 
to'-'t=. By using these data, the heat of 
formation f aluminium carbide was computed 
taking inro consideration the formation of the 
aluminium carbonitride from the equil. data 
of the reaction GAIN+3C=:11,,C,+z N„ at 
hightemps: 'I'he result obtained isas' follows 
aAl+3C=A1,C,+63zoo cal. Author. 
6j. Diffusion of strong electrolytes and 
individual activity coefficients of ions. 
S. Kaneko. J. Cl+em. Soe. Tayan, 58, 7go-
793 (t937)~ Tite author modified his former 
reports ou diffusion of. strong electrolytes and 
inJividual activity coefi. of ions [iGid. 56, 
t3zz (t93i), 57, n .and 307 (t 936)], thus 
removing some inconsistency therein and per-
fecting his lhmr}'. Author. 
66. The heat of formation and specific 
heat of nilicon nitride. Shun-ichi Satoh. 
Rtrll. Irzsl. Phys. G'hetu. Research, 16, qo6-
9t4 (t937)~ Since the specific heat of silicon 
nitride is not known, the mean specific heat 
of silicon nitride was measurctil by the ice 
calorimeter (or three temp: intervals: o°C^• 
99.i°C, o°C-.-3r6.a°C and o°C-•-53j°C, and 
the eyuation of the true specific heat was 
obtained: C=at656+t.8.t7xto-'t-+•jx 
to-h°. By using Ihese~ values, the heat of 
formation ofsilicon itride was oomputed Gom 
the disson. press. of silicon itride at high temps.. 
The result obtained is as follows : 3Si+zN_ 
=SigN.,+t 63;000. The relafionship behveen 
the heat o(. formation ofniU•ides of the elem cots 
belonging to the znd serie of the periodic 
Table of the element, cord their atomic numbers 
is discussed. Author. 
67. On the solubi]ity and the dissocia. 
tion of lead chloride. in solutions of
,g-Lkctroc/rcmirti mrd Thr»imcJiemirtry i5 
pot8asium nitrate. F. lshikawa nd K. 
AIorin•aki. Bull. Inst. Pkys. Clrem. Research, 
16, qt j-gzo (tg37).-The solubility of PbCI, 
in aqueous olos. of KNO, mss measured 
at zj C. llebye-Hitckel and HOckel eyua-
tions mere applied. to the result assuming a 
complete disson. of pbCh. The latter equation 
was found to be applicable to chin case. The 
disson. of PbCI, in two stages was theoretically 
treated as had been done by Macllougall and 
IIo(fman ht the case of Pb(RrO9)_, .and. the 
result was obtained which seemed to Fw favour-
able to this kind of dissocn. AuNrors. 
fi3. Equivalent conductivity and trans-
port. Number of 1-1 salts. S..Kaneko, 
./. GSem. Soc- Tnyrart, 53, 93j-983 (t937)~ 
RV meets of the formula derived in the former 
report. (RcscareResF,lectrotrnh. LaG., 403, "Ts-
lension of Debye-I-I iickd'~ theory of strong 
electrolytes ") etluiv. conductivity and transport 
number of t-t s:d is are calcd. and compared 
with the mc~surement of Sherlrovskp. By the 
assumption f reasonable sizeof ions the calm; 
mod observed values coincide remarkably well. 
                            Author.
6y. Studies on fluorine at low tempera-
turea. I. Preparation, analysis and 
handling of fluorine. S, Aoyama_and E. 
Iianda. T. CRem, Soc. Taprarz, 58, yob-i to 
(1939) ; EvIL Clu;nr. Sno..lapan, 12, 4og-at6 
(t937)~ By improving liennis' V-shaped app. 
for electrolysis, fluorine was prepd. from molten 
acid pottassiam fluoride. 'The yield was 7i-
qo%, and the Huorine was kept in_the Liquid 
state in a glass trap cooled by nitrogen. For 
the quantiUtive detn., fluorine was shaken 
with small .granules of mercury to from 
mercury fluoride. Cu, ].1Ig, Ni, and monel-
melal were suitable as the materials for the 
app. of ernmg. the properties of fluorine. 
lliscussion is given of gas-tight materials and 
vacuum corks. Resultsof theespts. concern-
ing the combustion of charcoal, phosphorus; 
silicon, teI(urium and selenium in fluorine gas 
at ordinary temp. are also given. 
   )T. Vapour pressure of fluorine. 
iLid., 12, at6-ar9 (1937).-The vapour press.
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of liyuid andsolid fluorine was. measured in
the temp. range 5t.85°li^-86.zt°K by the 
platinum film press. gauge, The vapour press. 
of liyuid fluorine can be represented as follows: 
log Pm,°° -4ax.yzP1' -Fq.rg75-o.ot3tjo T. 
The boiling point of fluorine and its calcd. 
heat of vaporvitinn weredctJ.lo be 85.1y°Ii 
and t.j8t cal. resp. 
   III. Solution of chlorine in liquid 
fluorine. ibirL. 12, 455-x57 (t937)~ ~'\ 
small quantity of chlorine mold be dissolved 
in ]quid fluorine. Sometimes traces ofchlorine 
could be found in liyuid fluorine formed h}• 
the method reported in I. The quantity of 
chlorine in the soht. satd. at -tgj°C a-as 
t.o4q. :\ special app. was devised (or the 
yuanlitalive deln. of crystals diss~ked in a 
liyuified permanent ga-s. 
   IV. Separation of fluorine from 
oxygen by adsorption and rectification. 
E. K:mda. .l. Chem. Soe. Japan, 58, Boa-
8oq (1937); livtll. Chem. bin. ./a}uau, 12, 
463-465 {t937)•-Un acmunl of the fact that 
oxygen mul Iluorine arc very similar to cadr 
other in respects of methods of prepn., mole-
cular weights and Ixtiling points. mixin; nF 
oxygen with Iluorine is unavoidable, and it is 
difficult to remove oxygen from fluorine with 
chem. reagents requiring low temp in their 
handling. Employing aquartz spring balance, 
adsorption of fluorine on active carbon was 
compared with that of hydrogen under various 
press. in temp. range o°C~-t83°G and it 
a•as-found that hydrogen was adsorbed in a 
greater quantity than Iluorine. Applying this 
phenomenon to Ure preen. of fluorine, gq.a9b 
F. was produced from a mist. of q6q P',t 
3.7% O„ As boiling points of fluorine and 
of oxygen are -r88°C and -t83°C resp, it 
is hard to Scpnrate fluorine from oxygen only 
by fractional distillation, but with the refining 
app. qq% pure fluorine could be obtairted 
from an original liyuid mntg. gjyofluorine. 
    V. Viscosity of fluorine gas at low 
temperatures, Ii. lianda. J. Cheer. Sx. 
Japxia, 58, Boa-8oq (tg3y) ; B,dL G'hc,n. Sa:. 
.7apern, 1'L, gli3-x68 (tg3y).-By measuring 
the decrement ratio of'the rotational oscillation 
of a disc., the viscosity r•oefl. (>)) of fluorine
gas was measured in the temp: range o°C^--
-t86.4°C. The te•o values, A{o°C)=z.og3 X 
to-~ and >)(-t86.a°C)=555xto-r, and the 
intervening values were obtained. From the 
values of tl, Sutherland's most., C=txq, of 
fluorine can be obtained. The diameter of 
the molecule and the mean free path were 
measured tobed=3.oz :1 and L=q.t z X to-s 
cm resp. 
   VI. Surface tension of liquid fluo-
rine. ibid., 12, q6q-;7z (tg37).-'I'Ire surface 
tettsion (T) of liquid hydrogen and liyuid 
Huoline was dMd. by the metlrod of capillary 
tube. The following results trere obtained 
with respect to liyuid Ouorine. 
  Temp. 64.4r h5.3o yt.oo 8t.5o°li 
  7 t3.S5 t3.17 tz.zo to.4t 
Liquid fluorine may be regarded as a nonnai 
liquiJ, mtdorming practically with Eiitvtis' 
]an•. 
    VII. Dielectric constant of some 
condensed gases. I?. lianda. ./. L'hcm. 
Sx. Japan, 58, 857-564 {1937) ; Rrdl. Client. 
.Soc. daT,nn. 12, 473-479 (n)37)•-llielectric 
masts. of liquid oxyga1, fluorine, chlorine and 
hydrogen chloride in the electric field of fre-
quency were measured by ° (Seat method ".
Various apps. for keeping mast. temp were 
devised, as the temp. mngcal behveen 57.4°K 
and z3q°K, and, especially, for -ty~ C^-
ro°C, a cryostat with vapour of liyuid 
hydrogen teas used v cooling medium. \Vbile 
the dielectric most. was rleul., the density of 
the above four mndenseJ gases were measured. 
From the results obtained tIM molecular polari-
zation at each temp. teas detd., aneL it was 
fomrd that oxygen, fluorine and chlorine are 
of non-polar, and that hydrogen chloride shoxs 
abnormality in the solid state owing to the 
inner molecular rotation. 
    VIII. Determination of molecular 
heat, hcab of fusion of condensed fluo-
rine and the entropy of fluorine. E. 
Kanda. Bedl. G'henr. h'nr,. .IaTare, I`l, 5t t-
jzo (ty39).-The app, for oMaining given 
most. temp. in the temp, range So°K~-.t5°K 
was devised, and especially temps. between 
zo°K and r5°1{ were.dehi. by employing the 
temp. near F. P. of liyuid hydrogen. Thus
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the specific heat of solid hydrogen was mea-
sured [o he z0.z°K. ;z.9°K and j;.3°K at 
the transition points, I, 1[ and i1I. P. resp. 
:1s (or fluorine, 11LP. 5j.z°K and B.P. Sj.u}°li 
were obtained, and the. molecular heat below 
zo°K cbn(ormed nearly to the T' law by 
llebye. Characteristic emp. was found to Ire 
B=roo.3. From the values of molecular beat 
and beat of fusion, 39.z9 {entropy unit) was 
obtained as the entropy of Fluorine vapour. 
   I%. Experiment on the reaction 
between solid fluorine and liquid 
hydrogen. 5. Aoyama and }•:. Kanda. .1. 
CJiene. Snc..lalmn, 58 87~-87z 0937) ~. Bntl. 
Chcnr. Rx. ./a~xrre, 12, jtt-;z; (t937)~ 
Since llewar and ilIoisvtn reported that es-
plnsion tark place at -zjz° o•hen solid 
Iluorine. was put into contact with hydrogen, 
tbs. cause of the explosion Iris b_°en aserilmd 
to contamination of same org. snhstrurces. 
Under necessary precautions of expts., solid 
Iluorine was put into contact with liquid 
byd roger, and nn explosive r action w[t5 found 
to take place behveen them. Various possible 
causes of the explosive r action are considered. 
                                J. C. f..
70. 1'he electrolytic formation of pcr-
sulphate. I V. Influence of temperature. 
K. Illatuda, H. Konya and T. Nishimori. 
Bu!!. CGeu[. .Soc. .Tapai+, IY,;zj-;3z 0937)• 
-7 N ammoniwn sulphate solo. and to, tj, 
zo, zj: 30, and 36 N sulphuric acid are 
electrolysed at j°C, tj°C and zj°C. without 
diaphragm. In ammonium sulphate solo. anti 
toN and t5 N [I,SOa, only a small quantity 
of Caro's acid was formed, the current ellici-
ency of formation of persulphale increasing 
with lowering of temp. or with increase of 
current density (j--8o Amp./dm.7. In the 
rnncd. yulphuric acid rn~er zo N, however, 
Caro's acid occupied greater part of the pro-
duct showing dre may. of the current efficiency 
u the current density to~3o Amp./dmc. The 
mechanism of the formation of persulphuric 
acid is.. discussed with- the vieo• that per-
sulpburic-acid s fonnect by the oxidation of 
sulphuric' aciJ with the anodic oxygen and
not by discharge polymerization of HSO,'. 
                              J.cr..
ya. Ion sheath. Y. \Vatanabe and bt. 
Ao-rama. J. /nat. /d'lec. Esg. .lapan,.57;-gij-
qzt (t937)•-Ton current and press.. were 
ohsened irr the case where the thickness of 
ion sheath ranged from a few mm to a few 
em, and it was uscer4ninerl that Laitgmuir's 
laa~ held well. Phys. oonsidenuions aregiven 
of the numedcal value; of inn current density 
and ion density, J. C. L
qz. On the hydrogen peroxide electrode. 
K. Kodama ntl '1'. Ouuuka. J. 73iochern., 25, 
173-578 0937)•-Using the II.O_-electrode 
the relation behvecn the potential (m.v.) and 
thu activity of H-ion in carious buffer mitts. 
at 20°C can be represented by the equation 
1?=1?°-jr.BXpII, and some theoretiatl dis-
cussinn for this ttluation arc given. 
                          Authors. 
73. Electricdiacharge.~S.OkarnotoI)ettki 
llyoron 25; ;B3 (u}37)•-When an alternating 
current of more than zjo V is passed to (NH,), 
CO, solo. with Fe or Ni as one elcetrode and 
with AI as. the otheq pale-61uisL light. appears 
at the AI electrode. J. C.: L. 
7;. On the dissociation pressures of 
Ni(NO,),6H.O and Co(N0,)_6H_O. K. 
Sano. J. Ckc»t..b'oc..l~ryan, 58, rt49-ttjo 
(1937)•-The dissocn. pressures of Ni(NOy).: 
fiILO and Co(NO,),•6HrO were meastued by
statical methai using [he spring manometer 
and the following relations were obtained 
       log Pa,cr(mm)=-z781.o3-F9.977 
                      -z336.oj 
~3         log Pnso(tnm)= •I, tS.6-
From these resulu, some thermodrnamical 
value9 were rated. as follows. Ni(NO,)_•6H.O 
=Ni(N0,):3H:Ot3H.O(L). dF°:„=-3x89 
~I, dlh,=-t8jp8cal, dS„a=-jz.o;E.U. 
Cb(NO,)cdHeO=Co(N0,)_•3HcO+3H,O (L). 
dl'°rse=-3339 cal. dH:,,=-zo6j; rah 
JS,,,=-j8.ro E.U. Author.
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75. Transportation value in the dia-
phragm for the treatment of electro-
dialysis. I. II. III. S. Oka. .7. Soc. 
Chem. IarL .lapian, 40, Sts-Szz (t937)~ (t! 
By passing current into a sold. divided by a 
diaphragm, the transportation values of ions 
are decd. by measuring the variation of concn. 
of the solo. on the both sides. (z) Studies 
are made of the influence of properties of the 
srlns. {;) Nith an electrolyte on one side 
and two electrolytes on the other, the electro-
lysis was carved out, and .the transportation 
value through the diaphragm was measured. 
The value thus obtninerl is compared with 
that in the case where only hvo kinds u( ions 
take part. J. C. L. 
76. On the. saturation of non-volatile 
eubetancea in aqueous solutions. '1'. 
Kume. The Joumnl, 12, a7-fir (r 938)• 
77. On the sorption of heavy-water 
vapour by active charcoal, K. Aria. Bv)l. 
LtaL. Phya. Cheer. lieacarch, 16, ~4q^-75fi 
(tg37).-The sorption isotherms for the system 
of heavy-water vapour and sugar charcoal 
activated by heatirig at Boo°C for three hrs.. 
wem decd. by static method at zo°C, 3o°C 
and go°C over a range of press. below the 
satd. vapour press. The measurement were 
carried out-kith an app. of wholly Terex glass 
contg. Jackson's glass-spring manometer and 
\Icllnin's quartz-spring balance. The result is 
in good agreement with 1S~Ic13ains typical 
isotherm for the system of water vapour sort 
charcoal. Author. 
78. Studies on the nature of the glass 
electrode potential. II. ~ Effect of water 
on the potential of the glass electrode. 
I1. Yoshimura. B«LL. Chem. Soe..lnpan, 12, 
359-3fifi (x937)•-Alter the glass electrode w•as 
constructed, it tans preserved in water and its 
potential was measured several. times a day. 
The significance ofpreserving the glass elect-
rode in water after its constructicn can be 
stated as follows: (i) It makes the hydrogen 
electrode function approach Haber's theoretical 
value, probably decreasing the cation effect on
[he potential of the glass electrode, (ii) it 
decreases the as}'mmelry potential, equalizing 
the electromotive natures of the inner and the 
outer surfaces of. the electrode membrane, and 
(iii) it facilitates the equilibration f the poten-
tial aRer the electrode is mounted in a solo. 
for test. Further to clarify the relationship of 
watcv to the potential of glass electrode, the 
elect of drying one surface of the electrode 
membrane was examd. Drying changed the 
asymmetry potential by raising the potential 
level of the_ side of the dried membrane surface, 
.shale it decreased the hvdrogon electrode 
function on the same side. This membrane 
being kept submerged in water, the reverse 
effect was observed. These facts can I>e ex-
plained qualitatively, butnotyuantitntively by 
any of the current theories concerning the 
glass electrode, i.e. of Dole, of Gross and 
Halpern and of IIorovitz. Author. 
7q. Studies on the nature of the gloss 
electrode. potential. III. On the cause 
of the asymmetry potential of the glass 
electrode. H.1'oshimura BrJI, Che,x. Sx. 
Japaa, 12, 4i~ ~Sz (1937)•-The asymmetry 
potential and the hydrogen lectrode function 
were measured on many sorts of glass elect-
rodes. 'hheconclusion is : (r) `The hydrogen 
electrode function is, in most cases,. less on 
the cobvex surface than on the concave sur-
face of an electrode memhmne, and the pos. 
five pole of the asymmetry potential is, in 
most cases, on the convex side. Ibis difference 
Irehveen the hydrogen elecuode functions ~f 
both surfaces and the magnitude of the asym-
metry potential tend to decrease as the thick-
ness of the electrde membrane diminishes. 
These (acts soggest that the electromotive 
effect of the surface of a glass membrane is 
closely connected with the atanic constitution 
of the surface, and that the asymmetry poten-
tial originates in tare difference of the atomic 
constitution behveen tare inner and the outer 
surfaces of the electrode membrane. The 
intimate relationship between the hydrogen 
electrode function bf a memhmne surface and 
its potential level referring to the asymmetry 
potrnlrnl can be explained qualitatively, but
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not quantitatively b the current heories of 
glass decuxxle. (z) A glass membrane b ing 
regarded as an ensemble of many lamellae 
and many unit surfaces, the electromotive 
effects of 'these parts are different from one 
another. 'Cherefore, the atomic onstitution f 
the glass membrane is probably different in 
eacb part both lengthwise and breadthwise. 
                            Author. 
So, Studies on the dielectric constants 
of gases and vapours. VIII. The dipole 
moments of some organic compounds 
containing a double bond. ilf: Kuho. 
&i. Papers bwl- I'hys. Chem. Reeearelr, 3'l: 
z6-3z (tg37).-The dielectric masts. of allyl 
chloride and cyclohexene were measured in 
the vapour state. The dipole moments were 
calcd. to be r.88 U and a6t U resp. for the 
molecules of Ihese substances. The resnl[ 
obtained fur all}'I chloride is discussed with 
reference to itv molecular sGucture, and the 
conclusion is derived that in uns:ud, }tydio-
carbons the part of the molecule mntg. unsaid. 
bond is neg. end of the electric moment vector 
of a snmll but finite magnitude. Atomic 
polarisation f allyl chloride is r.8 cc. That 
of c}•clohcxcnc is negligibly small. Author. 
3t. The dielectric constant of cetyl 
alcohol near its melting point. ~ K. 
Hir°avi and 1I. Kubo, Rrdl. Chem. Sx. 
Japan, 1•l, 3zh-3z7 (t 937)•-Using a hetero-
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83. Thixotropy and related properties 
of Japanese acid clay auapensions, B. 
Tamamushi and IL Suzuki. J. Chern. Soc. 
Japan, 58, So7-Sz6 (tg37)•-1'he commercial 
Japanese acid-clay was examd. by crushing, 
centrifugation a d electrodialysis. The thixo-
tropy was most remarkable in 33yb alkali salt 
suspensions. The value of this thixotropy soil 
the swelling property ma}' be arranged as 
follows; f.i•~Na•~K(~Ca). The reaction. of 
H claytNaC111~Na clay}I-I;O and that of
+xl T/rernrxlurnir[ry 7J 
  dyne beat app. of gooo kilocycles, the di-
  elect~ic coast. of cetvl alcohol was measured. 
  It. increases on solidification, passes through a
  max. at a temp. a little helnw• the melring 
  point and then drops to a nearly most value 
  at lower temps„ which is of the sameonler 
  of the magnitude as non-polar substances-
                              Authors
  Sz. Electrochemical study of the hyd-
  rates of potassium silicate. 'C. '1'akeda, 
  II. Irie and E. Shibata. .I- Chem. Sbc. 
  .lapan, 58, St3-St8 (1937) . J. Sci. tlirorGinra 
  Urriv,. A, 7, 3z7-33•t ( g36J.-Generally speak-
  ing, K-salts have smaller number of water of 
  cristallirztion than Na-salts with the same neg. 
  ion. Under the assumption that K-silicate has 
  a smaller number of Lydrates than sodium 
  silicate, the following cell was constructed, and 
  its electromotive force was measured, 
  IC-amalgam I I'°stal of K;SiO~ nH;O I /GOI Hg             and its satd. aq. solo. 
  79re revolts how that 4e curve of electro-
  motive force-temp. hetween o°C and aj C 
  mikes only a variation at zo.q°C. A cristal 
  prepd, between o°C~zaq°C was ascertained 
  by analysis to be IC_SiO~•41I;0 and thatbct-
  ween zo.q°C^-45°C to lx ]::SiO~•3II_O. A 
  different method is to be applied (or anah•sis 
  of crisuls prepd. over 45°C, bemuse it is 
  difficult to meavure the electromotive force in 
  that state. J. C. L.
AND SURFACE CHEMISTRY 
  H clay-F\aCl~Na clays-I-ICI are considered 
  by meuaring pH of the suspensions. 
                              J. c. t.
  Sa. Note on a theory of the expanded 
   film. K. Ariyama. I3nll._ Chem.Soc. Japan, 
  I-~ 335-337 (r937)~ The consideration is 
  matte of the sudden appearance of micelles 
  in .the F-a curve for the equation of the 
  following.(orm proposed by Iangmuir: (f-
  Fo) (a-a°)=kT, where P is the two dimen-
J
80 A n 
sional gas press, a the surface area for a 
molecule, T [he absolute temp., k the Boltz-
mann's most F, and as appear as musts. to 
6e detd, by expts. Assuming that there exists 
the same phenomenon as the existence of the 
sharp critical temp. at wbich [Ire anisotropy of
a liquid cristal distppears, Bom's equation, 
p==(ykTc/qm), of the relation bchveen the 
electric moment le of the molecule and the 
critical temp. Te, was .:applied to the myristic 
acid films. Taking Ve (critical volume=t/n 
=(4rz/9} (!r"/k'I'), the relationbehveen Vc and 
t/I' a•as measarerl, ,rnJ i[ was-found that Vc 
strould var}• iriverselp as~the temp. lr of the 
myristic acid was calcd. with the above for-
mula to be z.5 X ro-'" e. s v. Tlris value 
seems to be iiiuite reasonable and agrees with 
that abeady reported, J. C. L 
Hj. On the•pzotecting colloids " Protal-
binic " and "Lysalbinic " acids. S. 
Inoue. .7. Soc. Clrenr, hrd..7¢paa, 40, j76-
j77 (t937)^Almost no studio have been 
made on rile protecting properlio 0f these 
acids he}'0nd those of R. A. Gururer (J. 
_-lneer. G'hem. Soc., r9r7, ~, =T3j; Igzo, 42. 
jqj) and R. Lsigmondy (Kalloitlchmic tgzo). 
The author has done some expis, with the 
protectors which hays been prepd, by the 
action of st9ns. of different concns. (t-3oq) of 
sodium hydmxide upon e;g albmen. The 
surface tension and the gold number of sodium 
salts of thoe acids have been detd. Both 
protalbinic and lysslbinic acids which are prepd. 
by this method show a considerably deviated 
values of the surface tension and the gold 
number according to the concn. of sodium 
hydroxide used fur the preparation f the acids, 
and it is clear that the powerful protecting 
"actids" areobtained only wLen dilute alkali 
solo. is added to egg albumen. Author. 
86. Sorption of acetylene and hydrogen 
by diatomaceous earth mixed with 
palladium. L Sand. .7. C/tern. Sor...Iapart, 
58, 393-309 (t937)•-1'he present expt. teas 
undertaken to im•oti}rnte Ih 'relationship bet-
ween the catalytic activity sort the absorptive 
cap;tcity of the palladizerl diatomaceous earth
  STIi
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catalysts used-(or the hydrogenation of acety-
lene. The catalysts were prepd. by suspending 
diatomaceous earth in a mixed solo. of palla-
dium chloride and formaldehyde and adding, 
drop by droq a solo, of potassium hydroxide 
until the solo. becomes slightly alkaline to 
deposit subdivided palladium onthe diatomace-
ous cash, the compns being jo, too, zjo, 
500. zjo and t0oo grams of diatomacmus 
earth per one gmm of palladium. 't'hese x•ere 
drier) by heating at 360°C. and evacuating m 
high eacua-for several hrs. and used as sorbe»[ 
for sorption of acetylene and hydrogen at 
rao°(:. and z/3 atmospheric pressures. 1n the 
case of acetylene, the results may be explained 
by assuming the entrance of acetylene mole-
cules into the inner pores of dintomaceons 
earth persisting after the evaporation of water 
molecules, palladium particles in the catalysts 
functioning as supporters of the innex pores 
against heir malescene as well as laniers 
a~~ainst the entrance of acetylene molecules. 
In the case of hydrogen, there holds a linr.:rr 
relation between the yuantities of diatomaceous 
earth mixed with one gram of palladium and 
the amts. of hydrogen to Ire sorbet) by one 
gram of palladium contd. in the Catalyst, 
hydrogen being assumed to b~ sorbed by 
p~lladiwn particles and not by diatomacmus 
earth. This indicato that palladium particles 
dispersed in diatomacmus earth may he con-
sidered to exist in the more finely divided 
style as the palladium content is decreased 
and that bed roger is adsrorbed on the sur(nces 
and not nluorbed under the conditions do-
cribe<I above. The applicability of the catalysts 
to the hydrogenation of acetylene is discussed. 
                            Author. 
87. On dheviscosity anomaly and the 
elasticity of concentrated-aqueous solu-
tions of sodium oleate. F. Hirnta and P:. 
\Vada. J. C7eenr. ~Soe. Jupan, 56, 8afi-837 
8937)= Using the microscopic method of 
measuring viscosity of liquid proposed by the 
authors [ef. Ball. Cheer. Soc. Japmn, 10, 507 
(tq;j}], the apparent vismsit}• of. coned. 
ayueous solos. (8.3oq; t3.9j9~; tfi.6o9o; 
z 7.goq) of sodium oleate, have been measured
(1938)
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under different temps. and prcsss. By the 
examn. of the exptl. results, it was found that 
thx existence of visrnsity anomal}• has relations 
with the concn. of the solos, the temp. of 
measurements and the lapse n( time after the 
preen. of solo., and that in certtin wlns. there 
is a special state of the Oow which indicates 
the existence of rigidity, althnngh the viscosity 
anomaly of these sohts. has ah cady disappeared 
by the sufficient lapse of time A relation 
belo~een the apparent vismsitp >) sort the time 
of measurement t has been found ; in the 
case of certain solos. which show the absence 
of the elasticit}', there exists a linear relation 
hehveen log p and t. On the other hand, in 
the case of certain solos, a'hicb show the 
existence of elasuciq•, it .vas found that there 
exists linear relations between log 0 and t, 
ssparatel }• in the hvo ranges of the esp[I. temp. 
that is, the mn~e of higher temps a[ which 
the elasticity of the solo. does no[ appear and 
the rmge of lower temps. at which the exis-
tence of the elasticity can be recognized. 
Conseyuenpy; the relation can be shown in a 
succession of heo linear lines which have 
different inclinations rcsµ Autbors-
33. The diffusion of electrolytes in agar 
gels. I- II. S. )<Iatuura. J. Client. Sa:. 
Jnyan, SS, St9-Szi (1937),-L The velocit}-
o( diffusion of an electrolyte. lliffus'ron veto-
city of the electrolytes (KCI, LiCI, I{,$Qa) was 
measured in the temp. range to°C-zo°C. "I'hc 
diffusion musts. are independent of the concn. 
of the gels, and they increase with temp. 
    II. Diffusion of titixt. of hvo electrolytes. 
Diffusion velocities of 1{CI t I{:SO, were 
measured. CI' increases its diffusion velueity 
in the presence of SO; ', and 50,-- decreases 
its velocity in the presence n( CI•. Vamel}•, 
the diffusion of the faster ion is accelerued 
by [he slower ion, while the diffusion of the
¢-Collais Chemist mrd s,,,frs« cn~,,,et.,• sl 
slower one is retarded by the faster one. 
                            Author.
Sq. A study of active carbon- III. 
Adsorbing power of active carbon in 
gaseous phase. T. liana and T. Fukuyamn. 
F.i,tei .SI+iF.enxhn Hokokee, 19, r;6-ty6 ([9371• 
-Decolou ruing and adsorbing power of active 
carbon were examd. with respect to the solos. 
of dyestuffs, petroleum oil coloured wilt 
:isphah, alkabids, ferments, amino acids, 
peptones and proteins IC was found that 
the active carbon can be classified inW hco 
type>, a and S, just as active clay, from the 
observation f its demlourizing and adsofiing 
power. Dlany execs showal that the Je-
colourizing and adsorbing power of the a h•pe 
arc slight (or petroleum oil coloured with 
asphalt, putcrattin, peptone, albumin and 
globulin ,but they are great for asµlm~ine, 
gluurmic acid, arginine, white of an egg, 
casein, dvrstuff solos. and petroleum oil. :\s 
fir the ji type, the order is reversal. Adsorb-
ing power oC the rz type and the (3 type is 
very slight for amino acids, j. C. L. 
qo. Influence of decomposition products 
of protein on the mutual precipitating 
reaction of colloids. S ti'amakoshi. \ippun 
]aku6ufu-Quku '/,rtsEi, 2-I, t8;-t9t (t937)~ 
Pepton, glykokoll and urea protect he pptg. 
reaction beta~een Congo-blue and serum 
albumin, ovalbumin and KCI. The pptn. 
of ovalbumin-Congo-blue in the presence of 
pepton is in0uenccd in the ten on where the 
concn. of mix[. of ovalbumin and pepton is 
most. J. C. L. 
qt. On the adsorption of hydrogen on 
reduced nickel. S. Iijima. This Journal,
